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Abstract For large deflection strongly nonlinear response problem of thin-walled structure to

thermal-acoustic load, thermal-acoustic excitation test and corresponding simulation analysis for

clamped metallic thin-walled plate have been implemented. Comparing calculated values with

experimental values shows the consistency and verifies the effectiveness of calculation method

and model for thin-walled plate subjected to thermal-acoustic load. Then this paper further com-

pletes dynamic response calculation for the cross reinforcement plate under different thermal-

acoustic load combinations. Based on the obtained time-domain displacement response, analyses

about structure vibration forms are mainly focused on three typical motions of post-buckled plate,

indicating that the relative strength between thermal load and acoustic load determines jump forms

of plate. The Probability spectrum Density Functions (PDF) of displacement response were drawn

and analyzed by employing statistical analysis method, and it clearly shows that the PDF of post-

buckled plate exhibits bimodal phenomena. Then the Power Spectral Density (PSD) functions were

used to analyze variations of response frequencies and corresponding peaks with the increase of

temperatures, as well as how softening and hardening areas of the plate are determined. In the last

section, this paper discusses the change laws of tensile stress and compressive stress in pre/post

buckling areas, and gives the reasons for N glyph trend of the stress Root Mean Square (RMS).
� 2017 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of Chinese Society of Aeronautics and

Astronautics. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

22

231. Introduction

24The skin of hypersonic vehicle, the jet nozzle of ramjet engine,
25the flame tube of aircraft engine, afterburner liner, etc. will
26encounter severe work environment due to the joint actions
27of aerodynamic load, thermal load, acoustic load and mechan-
28ical load, where the surface temperature of the aircraft Ther-
29mal Protection System (TPS) may reach to 1648 �C, and the
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30 Sound Pressure Level (SPL)may reach to 180 dB.1Thin-walled
31 structure used to improve the aerospace craft flight perfor-
32 mance will exhibit a complex nonlinear response2–6, including
33 linear random vibration around the pre-buckled initial equilib-
34 rium position, snap-through motion around two post-buckled
35 equilibrium positions and nonlinear vibration around one
36 post-buckled equilibrium position, which lead to the prema-
37 ture fatigue failure of thin-walled structure. Therefore, in order
38 to meet the structure design requirements of aerospace thin-
39 walled structure, the preparatory analysis for thermal-
40 acoustic dynamic response becomes the key of the current
41 works.
42 The simulations of thin-walled structure play an important
43 role in improving the effectiveness and reliability of the tests.
44 Currently, the numerical simulation methods adopted to solve
45 nonlinear response problem mainly contain: perturbation
46 method, Fokker Planck Kolmogorov (FPK) equation, Von
47 Karman-Herrmann large deflection plate equation, Equivalent
48 Linearization (EL) theory, Reduced Order Method (ROM),
49 Galerkin theory and Finite Element Method (FEM). The EL
50 method has already been used to calculate the stress and strain
51 response of the thermal buckling of plate.7–9 Combining
52 Galerkin method with Monte Carlo method, Vaicaitis and
53 Kavallieratos studied the nonlinear response of metal and
54 composite structure subjected to random excitation.10,11 Mei
55 et al. used FEM to calculate nonlinear random response of
56 the shell structure to thermal-acoustic excitation.12

57 Meanwhile, considering the thermal-acoustic nonlinear
58 response problems of aerospace thin-walled structure, NASA
59 Langley research center and the US Air Force Wright-
60 Patterson Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL) focused on
61 the response characteristics of the thin-walled structure to
62 thermal-acoustic load, and further completed the thermal-
63 acoustic test of aluminum plate in progressive wave tube.13

64 Then Rizzi expounded the test methods for dynamic strain
65 and sonic fatigue of thin-walled structure in thermal-acoustic
66 environment.14 Based on the single mode equation, Ng con-
67 ducted the nonlinear response analysis tests by using clamped
68 metallic plate and composite plate and obtained the response
69 characteristics.15 Jacobson performed thermal-acoustic tests
70 to assess the suitable composite panels for ASTOV.16 Through
71 using high-temperature random fatigue equipment and high-
72 temperature progressive wave tube, Jacobs et al. of McDonnell
73 Douglas studied fatigue performance of ceramic matrix com-
74 posites.17 In recent years, NASA carried out a series of struc-
75 ture thermal tests and thermal-acoustic projects, which are
76 based on the flight environments of reusable flight vehicles
77 X-33, X-37 and hypersonic validation machine X-43A.
78 Based on Ref. 6, this paper selects a new-type material of
79 aircraft engine, and conducts the acoustic vibration test of
80 the clamped plate in thermal environment, obtaining the
81 results of acceleration response and strain response. Then,
82 based on the Von Karman large deflection theory, the FEM/
83 ROM method is used to calculate dynamic response of the
84 plate. Through comparing the response results between simu-
85 lation and test, the results show the consistency, which verifies
86 the effectiveness of thermal-acoustic calculation method.
87 Finally, the calculation model is used to calculate thermal-
88 acoustic response of the clamped cross reinforced metal plate,
89 and the detailed analysis is performed.

902. Nonlinear response analysis

912.1. Large deformation nonlinear equation for thin-walled

92structure

93Based on Von Karman large deflection plate theory18 and
94Kirchhoff’s assumptions, the strain equation of a point which
95has the arbitrary distance from mid-plane is:
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99where u and v are x and y direction displacements in mid-plane
100respectively, and w is lateral deflection of z direction.
101The strain compatibility equation which is obtained by per-
102forming differential operation between strain and stress is:
103
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106where eð0Þx , eð0Þy and cð0Þxy are strain components. And by intro-

107ducing the Airy stress function19 F, the membrane stresses

108including rð0Þ
x , rð0Þ

y and sð0Þxy can be derived:
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112where Nx, Ny and Nxy denote the membrane force, and h is the

113thickness of plate.
114Taking Eq. (3) into Eq. (2), the strain compatibility equa-
115tion20 presented by stress function is:
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119where F ¼ Fh þ Fp is composed of harmonic solution Fh and

120particular solution Fp; E is modulus of elasticity; a is coeffi-

121cient of thermal expansion; T is the average temperature along

122the thickness direction, r2 is Laplace operator andr4 is bihar-
123monic operator. By assuming that temperature is linearly dis-
124tributed along the thickness, the temperature is:
125

Tðx; y; zÞ ¼ 1

h

Z h=2

�h=2

TðzÞdzþ zhðx; yÞ ¼ �Tðx; yÞ þ zhðx; yÞ ð5Þ
127127

128where Tðx; y; zÞ denotes the temperature function of plate, and
129h is the temperature gradient along the thickness of plate.
130Considering damping force, acoustic load, inertia force, the
131stress and corresponding shear force, membrane force, and
132bending moment comprehensively, the stress analysis of plate
133is carried out to obtain Von Karman large deflection motion
134equation with temperature.
135
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